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Abstract. Recently, the aging of buildings is accelerating around the
world. In line with this, architectural structures constructed long time
ago require life extension and ongoing management and protection for
improvement, because they are too deteriorated. In particular, since
structural safety inspection and analysis in building is very important,
‘DFS (Design For Safety)’system has been introduced and conducted at
the national level in Korea for the whole building life cycle management
system encompassing the entire design, work commencement, construction, and completion stages. However, we do not have a system ranging
from repair and reinforcement work plans in doing safety design, structural inspection and analysis to ongoing safety inspection. Therefore,
it is necessary to establish a system to produce and share integrated
information and conduct a research to manage architectural structure
across the whole life cycle. Accordingly, this study aims to propose
BIM-based reverse engineering technology for generating a safety management model based on laser scanner, verify the investigation items to
be utilized of the design when building safety, and seek ways to utilize
them for safety design.
Keywords. BIM; reverse engineering; building safety diagnosis;
laser scanning; design for safety.

1. Introduction
Globally, the stocks of aging buildings are steadily increasing. Generally, the
largest proportion of buildings are apartment houses. Compared to the life expectancy of apartments in developed countries, the life expectancy of Japan is
about 54 years (2008), the US is about 71 years (2003), the Germany is about 121
years (2002), The average apartment replacement period is 54 ˜ 128 years (Park
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2016). However, the average apartment replacement life in Korea is about 26
years (as of 2005). Although the minimum life span of a concrete building is 60
to 100 years, it is necessary to rebuild the apartment in Korea less than 30 years.
In addition, not only in Korea but also in developed countries, the aging of the
buildings is accelerating. The expansion, remodeling and reconstruction are frequently carried out, wasting costs and resources. Therefore, the structural safety
of the building should be considered from the design stage, and structural safety
diagnosis and analysis are necessary for maintenance (Park at al. 2016).
This study propose a laser scanner based BIM reverse engineering process for
safety diagnosis model and improve the existing building safety diagnosis system
by verifying the investigation items of safety diagnosis.
1.1. METHOD AND PROCEDURE

The procedure of this study is shown in figure 1. First, this study compared the
present status of building safety diagnosis in Korea and abroad and analyzed the
problems. Second, reverse engineering technology and laser scanner are reviewed.
Third, the aged buildings requiring safety diagnosis were selected and processed
with a laser scanner. Fourth, BIM-based reverse engineering was performed to
generate the safety diagnosis model. Fifth, the survey items of the safety diagnosis
were selected and the generated results were verified. Sixth, this study compared
the process and investigation methods of the existing building safety diagnosis
and laser scanner based BIM reverse engineering safety diagnosis. Therefore, this
study proposed a process for new safety diagnosis investigation.

Figure 1. Flow chart of research.

2. Building Safety Diagnosis and Reverse Engineering Technology
Recently, advanced countries are discussing measures for maintenance and improvement of poor housing due to aging of buildings (Kim 2013). Especially
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in advanced countries, DFS (Design for Safety) system has been introduced 20
years ago (Hee 2016). The purpose of the DFS is to transform the entire lifecycle
safety management system of the construction industry, including the preliminary
design, commencemen to work, construction, and completion phases. However,
most safety diagnostics are conducted by private companies. This has limitations
for visual inspection and examination. Subjective evaluation is carried out by
checklist rather than objective safety inspection (Minstry of Land Infrastructure
and Transport 2015).
Therefore, there are many problems in the results of safety diagnosis evaluation. Although the systematic efforts are being made to manage the safety diagnosis buildings, the safety check is practically carried out on the checklist rather
than the practical inspection due to limitations of visual inspection, mixed computer systems, And the evaluation is dependent on them. Therefore, measures and
techniques to improve the reliability of visual inspection are needed.
2.1. STATUS OF REVERSE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY AND LASER SCANNER

Reverse engineering is a technique for acquiring shape information using a digital
device on a subject without design data and generating it as three-dimensional data.
As a result of analyzing previous research related to domestic and overseas design, researches on data generation that extracts precise shape mainly using threedimensional measurement data and reverse design method which accurately models from shape information are being conducted. In particular, current research is
focused on automation of modeling such as complex MEP modeling and interior
space shape extraction, and there is insufficient research on information utilization and process improvement based on point cloud including accurate location
information (table 1).
Table 1. Reverse engineering related research.

Despite the technology that can extract the current shape of the building, diagnosis and evaluation based on actual measurement are conducted in the case of
the safety inspection of buildings such as old buildings, buildings without design
data, and buildings without drawings (Minstry of Land Infrastructure and Transport 2011). This has led to many problems such as repeated loss of information in
the actual measurement and recording process and lack of reliability in the evaluation of safety diagnosis. Therefore, it should be improved in the future for the
accurate safety diagnosis investigation through the acquisition of objective data
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and the process for efficient safety diagnosis evaluation.
Therefore, this study is different from the existing reverse design studies to
accurately model the model from the shape information. This study propose a
building safety diagnosis process that can be applied to the design by using the
reverse design technology directly.
3. Building Safety Diagnosis Experiment Using BIM-based Reverse Engineering Technology
For the reverse engineering experiment using the laser scanner, the wooden structure was chosen as the experimental subject. Most concrete structures are many,
but wooden structure are deformed and distorted due to their material properties.
In addition, since the structure is formed by the bond between members, it is difficult to grasp the damage and corrosion of the joint part by visual inspection, so
it is a structural type that needs continuous safety diagnosis. Therefore, if safety
diagnosis can be done through BIM based reverse engineering using laser scanner,
it can be easily reflected in safety diagnosis of other structures. In this study, the
wooden structure type was judged to be valid and selected.
The site is located in Hae Yang Station (located in Hae Yang-eup, Gyeongsansi, Gyeongsangbuk-do, Korea) and is now used as a warehouse. It is an aged
wooden structure built in 1940 and is about 76 years old. The building is 23.9m
in length, 8.6m in length, and 5.9m in height. The total area is 86m2. Details are
shown in the table2.
Table 2. Building safety diagnosis target and experiment settings.

The Scanning experiments were conducted with a tx5 device, a broadband scanner from Trimble, which is widely used at construction sites. Since the scan distance of this device is less than 10m (Trimble 2012). In order to extract the scan
data of the target area, the photographing was performed 23 times in total, internal
and external, and the shooting time was 135 minutes in total. In laser scanners, the
point clouds decrease as the scan size increases with the resolution being equal,
which lowers the precision. By contrast, when the scan size remains equal, the
higher the resolution, the more the point clouds, which enables a precise measurement while increasing the data capacity (Trimble 2012a). Therefore, a high
resolution (10.9MPts) and an average scan size (5120mm x 2134mn) were set for
the experiment. Details of the scanner setting are summarized in table 3.
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Table 3. Scanning device settings.

The evaluation items of the existing building safety diagnosis were analyzed
for the experiment. Except for material test items requiring separate equipment
and irradiation technology, nine visual inspection items were selected and tested
(Minstry of Land Infrastructure and Transport 2011a). In order to verify the test
items, test methods were set up by horizontal, vertical, height, depth, slope, thickness, number, and visual measurements. The details are summarized in table 4.
Table 4. Experimental setup items and BIM-based reverse engineering inspection method
using the scan data.

4. Building Safety Diagnosis Process Using BIM-based Reverse Engineering
Technology
In this study, the shape information of the building was extracted using TX5 scanner of Trimble. The extraction of shape information is carried out several times
according to the size of the building. Accordingly, a process of merging into a
single coordinate system is required, and a registration process is performed in
which the merged data is placed on the relative coordinate system. Also, since the
matched raw data contains a mixture of unnecessary data such as the surrounding
terrain, trees, glass reflection, and noise, it is necessary to remove filtering data
to leave only the data of the building. Realworks 9.1 program was used to post process the scanned data of the extracted shape information and the capacity was
optimized through the filtering process. In the experiment, the capacity of primitive data with only data matching was 4GB. After filtering, the capacity of data
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was 1.58GB, which was reduced by about 60.5%. Figure 2 shows the raw data and
the post-processed data.

Figure 2. Raw data after data processing.

If converted to BIM-based file, repair and reinforcement can be planned
through 3D modeling as well as investigation and measurement in safety diagnosis. In general, Revit (2017), a commonly used BIM program, transformed postprocessed shape information (figure 3). The procedure for converting to BIM data
is as follows. Point Cloud-based files were output via links in the Revit program.
Therefore, the capacity of the point cloud after data post-processing was 1.58GB,
and the capacity of data conversion based on BIM was 11.4MB, which was reduced
by about 99.2%. Therefore, shape information was output through conversion of
BIM-based data, and reverse engineering modeling was performed. Revit created
the level and grid to match the linked shape information. Line Drawing was performed such as figure 4. Therefore, reverse engineering modeling enables recording, quantification and drawing. It is possible to construct reliable safety diagnosis
data and to investigate and measure the evaluation items. This study proposes a
building safety diagnosis process and verified the safety diagnosis items in section
4.2.

Figure 3. Import a 3D scan file into the BIM file.
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Figure 4. Shape of modeling based BIM.

4.1. ANALYSIS OF BUILDING SAFETY DIAGNOSIS ITEMS

(1) Measuring the member dimensions of concrete, steel and masonry walls
Generally, concrete, steel, and masonry walls have almost no irregularities on
the surface. Therefore, the thickness of the wall is the same regardless of its position and height. However, the wooden structure has many irregularities on the
surface. There was a difference according to position and height. Therefore, precise dimension measurement was possible according to the position and height of
the member.
(2) Slope of the building and members
The Slope was investigated to analyze the displacement and deformation of
buildings and members. The Slope of the building (horizontal displacement/building height) was measured based on the four exterior facades. The building was
tilted by approximately 117 �
to the east. Also, the ground level was measured
from the exterior scan data.
(3) Width and area of cracks
Since the wooden structure has many irregularities on the surface, it is impossible to measure the width and area of cracks. However, concrete floors have a
smooth surface and almost no irregularities. Therefore, the detail of the cracked
part can be extracted. This shows high utility in repair and reinforcement planning.
(4) Surface deterioration
The aging of the surface caused aging of the tree structure. The position, area,
and progress can be grasped from the scan data, so that it can be visually recognized
without a separate reverse design.
(5) Joining conditions (welding, bolt angle change and thickness)
The joining conditions is actually grasped by visual inspection. In this experiment, it is possible to grasp the position, type, number of bolts, and spacing of the
joint by visual inspection from the extracted shape information without performing
BIM-based reverse engineering.
(6) Corrosion of steel and joining
The degree of corrosion on the inner and outer surfaces of buildings can be
grasped. However, it was impossible to measure the degree of corrosion of the
joints of members. Since only the shape information is extracted from the scan
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data, it is difficult to discriminate the corrosion of the joint with high precision.
(7) Estimating fire-proofing thickness and area of damaged members
Since a laser scanner scans only the shape of an object, it is difficult to identify
the detailed components inside the wall. However, the accuracy of the point cloud
differs depending on the type of member. Estimation of the approximate component of the member is possible, but not accurate. Therefore, it was impossible to
measure the thickness of fire-proofing.
(8) Measurement of member size, section dimensions, load, deflection
Measurements of member size, section dimensions, loads, and deflection can
be found in sections. The actual drawings were created with the shape information
reflecting the state of the site as it is.
(9) Member arrangements and positions
The matched data can measure the placement and location of relative members.
Also, 3D model was constructed from the shape information through BIM-based
reverse engineering. The floor plan, elevation, section, structural diagram, and
detailed diagram were extracted from the drawings.
Therefore, the results of analysis according to the items of appearance survey
are as follows (figure 5).

Figure 5. Analysis of Inspection Items for Building Safety Diagnosis using BIM-based Reverse
Engineering.

As a result of the weighted analysis, 77.8% of the total 9 items of the survey
items were improved (table 5).
Table 5. Whether Improvements of The Experimental Items and Weight Calculation.
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5. Conclusion
The existing building safety diagnosis has the following problems. The problem
was identified by the subjective judgment of the inspector, the result of visual
inspection, many field measurements, repetition of data input, time-consuming,
and data format differences between drawings and reports. Therefore, this study
proposed a building safety diagnosis process using the laser scanner based BIM
reverse engineering technology. The conclusion of the study is as follows such as
table 6.
Table 6. Existing Safety Diagnosis and BIM–based Reverse Engineering Technology
Comparison.

First, the extraction of shape information based on the laser scanner solves the
problem that depends on the subjective judgment of the inspector during visual
inspection, so that anyone can obtain data that can be objectively investigated. In
Section 4.2, one of the items that can not be surveyed was extracted from the
extracted shape information among the nine items of appearance survey. As a
result, 77.8% of the items were able to be improved by visual weighting. Therefore,
objectivity is secured from extracted shape information.
Second, from the extracted shape information, BIM reverse engineering can
generate 3D based safety diagnosis model and analysis by survey item. It is possible to measure, investigate, analyze, and plan future maintenance and reinforcement. As a result, repetitive work did not occur, and time reduction was improved.
In particular, the analysis is performed according to the survey items in one scan,
and the shape information is extracted without a separate handwriting input. It is
possible to extract the drawing through the reverse engineering and it proved that
the time reduction is improved.
Third, BIM-based reverse engineering can generate equivalent data for each
survey item. It is efficient in making drawings and reports submitted in safety
assessment evaluation. Therefore, it is possible to improve the problems of omission and non-entry of information in the existing safety diagnosis and to secure
the adequacy of the results. Especially, if IFC extracts the data generated by BIMbased reverse design, it is possible to collaborate with many experts to improve
the quality of building safety diagnosis.
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Finally, the capacity of raw data is 4GB, but it can be lightened (62.5%) to
1.5GB by data post-processing. The BIM data capacity is 11.4MB, which is about
99.3% lower than the raw data. Therefore, the BIM-based reverse engineering
technique can reduce the data capacity. This can contribute to the management of
building safety diagnosis from the viewpoint of city. Furthermore, the connection
of drones can contribute not only to safety but also to facility maintenance and
urban disasters.
Therefore, this study proposed a process for building safety diagnosis by securing objectivity of data, shortening time, improving quality, and lightening data
capacity. This can contribute to the maintenance of buildings in the future and can
be utilized in repair and reinforcement planning. It is expected to contribute not
only to evaluation of building safety diagnosis but also to technology convergence
for construction automation of various fields.
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